Abstract-Some algebraic properties of linear singular systems at infinity under static decentralized output feedback are studied in this note. New concepts of algebraic multiplicity and geometric multiplicity of the impulsive decentralized fixed modes, and the impulsive decentralized cycle index of the singular system are defined. These concepts indicate how much a singular system can be made close to being impulse-free by decentralized output feedback, and the results are shown to be generic. The geometric multiplicity and the impulsive decentralized cycle index are determined in terms of the system matrices explicitly. The number of impulsive modes that can be eliminated is given in terms of these indexes. The impulsive decentralized cycle index is shown to characterize generic properties on controllability and observability of the closed-loop system through an individual channel (or an external channel). Illustrative examples are provided.
Let jy(t3)j = X(T ) = maxjy(t)j for t 2 [t0; T ]. Putting in (A.15) t = t 3 , we derive that jY (T)j jW(t 3 ; t 0 )jjy(t 0 )j From (2.7), we find that 9 + 8 < 1 for < 1 ; hence, jY (T)j and, therefore, y(t) is bounded for t 2 (t 0 ; 1) which together with (A.11) proves the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3:
The solution x(t) of (2.11) can be represented in the form x(t) =W(t; 
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past two decades, a considerable amount of studies concerning the linear time-invariant (LTI) singular system (or the descriptor system) have been carried out because of its applications in various fields (see [4] , [9] and the references therein). In these studies there are two new features unique to a singular system, namely, regularity and the existence of impulsive modes (or poles at infinity). Though regularity is usually assumed to ensure the existence and uniqueness of the state solution [21] , it was found to be variant under feedback and unnecessarily strong [13] . This leads to the study of the regularization problem. Also, since the impulsive modes tend to generate undesired impulsive behaviors [15] , they should be eliminated. Various results regarding regularization and/or full impulsive mode elimination have been obtained by employing different type of feedbacks. These include state feedback [4] , [5] , [10] , [13] ; state and derivative feedback [4] , [10] , [13] ; output feedback [2] , [4] , [7] , [11] , [13] ; output and derivative feedback [2] , [4] , [7] , [11] and decentralized output feedback [17] . Another recent work [22] studies the impulse mode elimination problem for rectangular singular systems. Most of these results are given in terms of either the equivalent form (decomposition) [4] or the so-called reduced (or condensed) form [2] , [7] of the singular system, rather than the system directly. In addition, regularity and impulse-free behavior (or equivalently the index is at most one [7] ) are usually linked, though regularization can be achieved with partial impulsive mode elimination.
A recent paper [24] considers the partial impulsive mode elimination problem by output feedback, with full elimination as a special case. The generic characterization of the number of eliminable impulsive modes is given in terms of the system matrices explicitly. In the framework of decentralized output feedback, [17] gives necessary and sufficient conditions for full impulsive mode elimination, and [1] considers the decentralized stabilization and servomechanism problem. The aim of the present note is to investigate the ability of decentralized output feedback to change the algebraic structure of the system at infinity, to eliminate the impulsive modes and to regularize the system in particular. The main contributions are the new concepts defined and the generic results obtained. We first define new concepts of algebraic multiplicity and geometric multiplicity of the impulsive decentralized fixed modes (IDFMs), and the impulsive decentralized cycle index (IDCI) of the system. The determination of these multiplicities and indexes are then discussed based on two lemmas regarding generic rank of parameterized matrices. A simple formula calculating the impulsive geometric multiplicity (identical to the impulsive decentralized cycle index) in terms of the system matrices is presented. Controllability and observability of the closed-loop system via an individual channel (or an external channel) is also considered. The work in this note can be considered a complement to that in [23] which explores the assignability of the finite poles of the closed-loop singular system by decentralized output feedback.
The remainder of this note is organized as follows. Section II introduces some preliminary background. The main results are presented in Section III. Illustrative examples are provided in Section IV. The last section gives the conclusion.
Some 
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Zarisky Open Sets
Let 2 R n , and f() denote a polynomial in the ring of polynomials R[]. A set S R n is called a Zarisky open set [6] if there is a polynomial f() 2 R[] not identically zero such that S = R n 0 N(f) N(f) = fjf() = 0; 2 R n g :
According to [18] , a property holding for a Zarisky open set is said to be generic, and it is then said that this property holds for almost all points in R n . It is noted that the union and the intersection of any finite The previous definition of the Zarisky open set in R n is generalized [23] as follows to cover the subset of matrices in R r2m with special structure. This generalization makes it convenient to study decentralized output feedback problems.
Given a structured matrix K 2 R r2m with certain entries always zero, denote an associated vector of the matrix K by k 2 R whose components are the nonzero entries of K, where is the number of these nonzero entries, and denote by R[k] the ring of polynomials in k with coefficients in R.
Definition 1: Let S K be a subset of R r2m whose elements K 2 SK have special structure that requires certain entries to be zero. A set S S K is called a Zarisky open set in S K if there is a polynomial f(k) 2 R[k] not identically zero such that S = SK 0 N(f) N(f) = fKjf(k) = 0; K 2 SKg :
B. Impulsive Modes
Consider an LTI singular system E _ x = Ax + F u y = Gx (1) where x 2 R n is the state of the system, u 2 R r and y 2 R m are the input and output vectors of the system, respectively, E 2 R n2n is assumed to be singular with 0 < rank(E) < n, and A, F , and G are real constant matrices of appropriate sizes.
System (1) is said to be regular if det(sE0A) 6 = 0. If deg(det(sE0 A)) = n 1 , system (1) has n 1 finite poles (counted repeatedly for multiple poles), defined as the eigenvalues of the matrix pair (E, A). The FCI of (1) is defined in [24] as cyc(E; A) = maxfdim(null(sE 0 A)); any nite s 2 Cg.
Unlike nonsingular systems, (1) may have poles at infinity, the so-called infinite poles (or impulsive modes) [4] , if deg(det(sE 0 A)) < rank(E). The degree deficiency of det(sE 0 A) is defined [15] as the algebraic multiplicity of the impulse mode of system (1) when it is regular, and denoted by alg 1 (E; A), i.e., alg 1 (E; A) = rank(E) 0 deg (det(sE 0 A)) :
In case system (1) is not regular, i.e., det(sE0A) = 0, deg(det(sE0 A)) = 01 by convention and, thus, alg 1 (E; A) = 1.
To define the geometric multiplicity of the impulsive modes, let us define the null space of sE 0A at infinity. This is done by considering the null space of (1=)E 0 A with approaching zero, which allows the use of the ring of polynomials instead of the ring of rational functions in the study.
Let R[] be the ring of polynomials over R and R n [] the module of polynomial vectors of size n over R[]. Define a linear operator
, where R n 1 is the same as R n except that the former allows the entries of its vectors to be 1. It can be shown that the null space at infinity, and its dimension is defined as the geometric multiplicity of the impulsive modes of (1), and is denoted by gm 1 (E; A).
Remark 1: Reference [24] gives another definition of geometric multiplicity, namely, gm 1 (E; A) = n 0 rank 1 (sE 0 A), where rank1(sE 0 A) is the rank at infinity of sE 0 A introduced in [20] .
It can be shown using the Smith canonical form [8] that the two definitions are equivalent. According to [16] , the rank at infinity can be calculated as follows:
which immediately leads to the following result [24] .
Lemma 1:
The geometric multiplicity of the impulsive modes of system (1) is given by gm 1 (E; A) = n 0 rank
In an effort to extend the notion of the finite cycle index to the case at infinity, we use the idea of generators [8] of invariant subspace of R n . (1), and denoted by cyc 1 (E; A), where the oper-
Recall that the OCI of (1) is defined [24] as Cyc(E; A) = maxfcyc(E; A); cyc 1 (E; A)g.
Since F k 1 p() = 0 for any p() 2 N 1 and any k = 1; 2; . . ., the ICI of (1) is equal to the dimension of N1.
Proposition 1: cyc 1 (E; A) = gm 1 (E;A).
Since the geometric multiplicity and the ICI are identical, we may mention either of them in what follows.
The algebraic multiplicity of the impulsive mode is also called the number of impulsive modes, and the geometric multiplicity is referred to as the number of independent impulsive modes. They are also referred to as the impulsive algebraic multiplicity and the impulsive geometric multiplicity of system (1), respectively.
Remark 2: Note that the above concepts are applicable to regular systems as well as to nonregular systems. According to the aforementioned definitions, (1) has no impulsive modes if and only if either its impulsive algebraic multiplicity or impulsive geometric multiplicity is equal to zero.
Remark 3: The concept of geometric multiplicity is closely related to the notion of structure at infinity [12] . It is in fact the number of the positive orders of the zeros at infinity of sE 0A, plus its possible rank deficiency in case that system (1) is not regular. It is also noted that the concept of system index [7] , the highest derivative term appearing in the solution of the state equation, also describes the impulsive behavior of a singular system. This index may be greater or smaller than the impulsive geometric multiplicity, but certainly smaller than the impulsive algebraic multiplicity.
Remark 4: Let cyc 1 (E; A) = k, if system (1) is impulsive controllable, i.e., there exists a state feedback u = Mx + v such that (E, A + F M) is impulse-free [3] , then the number of the columns of F denoted by col(F) k. Moreover, for almost any F 2 R n2k , (1) is impulsive controllable [24] . Dually, if system (1) is impulsive observable, then the number of the rows of G denoted by row (G) k. For almost any G 2 R k2n , (1) is impulsive observable. is not identically zero. Part 1) is proved.
C. Generic Ranks
2) The equality follows from (2) and the result in 1).
3) The result is valid since the leading coefficient of det(sE 0 0
Note that it is a special case of Lemma 2 when p(K) is a polynomial in matrix K. If p(K) is linear in K, both generic ranks in the previous lemma may be determined explicitly in terms of the matrices involved. In the case of generic rank at infinity, the original centralized version with S = R m2r was presented in [20] , and its generic status was pointed out in [16] . The result is extended to the decentralized case in this note. 
4)
Proof: Equality (3) can be derived using (2) and applying Lemma 3 in [23] (a decentralized version of the rank identity presented in [19] ). The generic property shown in (4) follows from Lemma 2.
III. MAIN RESULTS
A. Definitions and Determinations
Consider a singular control system with N channels
where x 2 R n is the state of the system, u i 2 R r and y i 2 R m are the input and output vectors of the ith control channel, respectively, E 2 R n2n is singular with 0 < rank(E) < n, and A, B i , C i , i 2 N, E _ x = Ax + Bu y = Cx:
For convenience, we also denote (5) [i.e., (6)] as 6 = (E; A; B; C).
When the decentralized static output feedback ui = Kiyi + vi; i2 N
is applied to (5), the resultant closed-loop system becomes [4] .
To characterize the ability of decentralized output feedback to reduce the number of impulsive modes, we now define the new concepts of algebraic and geometric multiplicity of IDFM, and of impulsive decentralized cycle index for (5).
Definition 4: The algebraic multiplicity of the IDFM of (5) The geometric multiplicity of the IDFM of system (5) Note that the algebraic multiplicity of the IDFM is the smallest deficiency of the degrees of det(sE 0 A 0 BKC), K 2 SK, i.e., alg 1 (6; S K ) = rank(E) 0 max fdeg (det(sE 0 A 0 BKC)) ; K 2 S K g :
The impulsive decentralized cycle index (IDCI) of system (5) (w.r.t. S K ) is defined as cyc 1 (6; S K ) = min fcyc 1 (E; A + BKC); K 2 S K g :
The ODCI of (5) Note that the indexes defined are invariant under restricted transformation and/or decentralized output feedback. They are in fact the smallest indexes of the closed-loop system (9) when the decentralized output feedback law varies. Thus, they are not greater than the respective indexes of the open-loop system (5). Remark 5: It follows from Lemma 2 that the impulsive multiplicities can be achieved by almost any decentralized output feedback. It is also true for the overall decentralized cycle index since achieving the FDCI of (5) for almost any randomly selected K 2 SK. In particular, if multiple tests involving such matrices result in the same number, we can be practically sure that the number is the relevant index indeed. Furthermore, due to the generic property of the two indexes involved, we have Cyc(6) = max fcyc(6); cyc 1 (6)g where cyc(6) is the FDCI of (5).
The next theorem gives a simple formula that calculates the IDCI in terms of the system matrices explicitly.
Theorem 1: The IDCI of (5) The result then follows from (2) .
The concepts in Definitions 4 and 5 reveal some information on the structure of (5) at infinity under decentralized output feedback. Such information is useful in analyzing the impulsive modes of the closed-loop system, for example, to describe the canonical form of the fast subsystem. The notion of ODCI may also hint the existence of the FDFM or the IDFM. Further implication of these indexes will be presented in the next two sections.
B. Regularization and Elimination of IDFM
As immediate consequences of Definition 4 and Lemma 2, we have the following generic result on regularization by decentralized output feedback.
Proposition 2: The following statements are equivalent. 1) System (5) is regularizable by decentralized output feedback.
2) The closed-loop system (9) is regular for almost any K 2 SK.
3) alg 1 (6) < 1.
The next result is about the full impulsive mode elimination.
Proposition 3:
The following statements are equivalent.
1) The impulsive modes of (5) can all be eliminated by some decentralized output feedback (7). 2) The closed-loop (9) has no impulsive modes for almost any K 2 S K .
3) System (5) has no IDFM. 4) cyc 1 (6) = 0 (or alg 1 (6) = 0, or gm 1 (6) = 0).
We now determine the number of impulsive modes that can be eliminated by decentralized output feedback.
Theorem 2: The number of impulsive modes (counted repeatedly) of (5) that can be eliminated by decentralized output feedback (7) is equal to a e = alg 1 (E; A) 0 alg 1 (6) . The number of independent impulsive modes that can be eliminated by decentralized output feedback is equal to g e = gm 1 (E;A) 0 gm 1 (6) . Furthermore, both eliminations can be achieved by almost any K 2 S K . Theorem 2 shows that both the algebraic and geometric multiplicity of the IDFM indicate how much the singular system can be made close to being impulse-free by decentralized output feedback.
The next result follows from Lemma 1 and Theorems 1 and 2.
Theorem 3:
The number of independent impulsive modes of (5) that can be eliminated by decentralized output feedback (7) Remark 6: The contribution of Theorems 2 and 3 are twofold. First, they give solution to the partial impulsive mode elimination problem, including the full impulsive mode elimination [17] , nonexistence of IDFM [20] as special cases. Second, the two theorems point out the generic nature of the solution.
C. Controllability and Observability Through a Single Channel
In this subsection, we study controllability and observability of the closed-loop system (8) through an individual channel (for general study on controllability and observability of LTI singular systems, see, for example, [3] and [4] ). The control of (8) through an external channel is also considered, which is meaningful in case, for example, (5) has unstable FDFM, or the IDCI is not equal to zero.
We first show that the impulsive multiplicities of system (5) under decentralized output feedback are the same as that of the closed-loop system (8) via any individual channel. This coincidence suggests that one can first get the impulsive multiplicities by almost any decentralized output feedback, then make further design for a centralized system at any individual channel [14] . This, together with (12), leads to (10) . Equation (11) can be similarly proved.
Remark 7:
If system (5) has no IDFM, cyc 1 (6) = 0, it follows from Remark 4 that for almost any K 2 SK, the closed-loop system (8) is impulsive controllable and observable by any individual channel.
In case we need to introduce extra control inputs or system outputs to eliminate all the IDFM for system (5), the following theorem gives the minimal number of such input or output variables. Its proof is straightforward from Remark 4 and the definition of the IDCI. Remark 9: If system (5) has neither FDFM nor IDFM, then for almost any K 2 S K , f, g 2 R n , 1) (E; A + BKC; f; g T ) is strongly controllable and observable; 2) (E; A + BKC) is impulse-free and has rank(E) finite poles, and these finite poles are separated from each other and away from any given finite set in the complex plane. Since rank(E) = 3 and det(sE 0 A) = 0s + 1, this system has one finite pole and two impulsive modes, i.e., alg 1 (E; A) = 2. From Lemma 1, we have gm 1 (E;A) = 1.
IV. EXAMPLES
It can be verified by Theorem 1 or with multiple randomly selected numbers like k 1 = 0:4169 and k 2 = 00:0897 that alg 1 (6) = gm 1 (6) = 1. This implies that the algebraic multiplicity of the impulsive mode is decreased by one, whereas the geometric multiplicity can not been reduced by any decentralized output feedback.
Alternatively, applying the decentralized output feedback ui = kiyi, i = 1; 2, to the system, we obtain det(sE 0 A 0 BKC) = (0s + 1)(k 2 s + 1):
Thus, as long as k2 6 = 0, the closed-loop system will always have two finite poles and one impulsive mode. Note that this system is not regular so the impulsive algebraic multiplicity alg 1 (E; A) = 1. Nevertheless, it can be verified that the impulsive geometric multiplicity is gm 1 (E;A) = 2. Furthermore, the algebraic and geometric multiplicity of the IDFM are alg 1 (6) = 2 and gm 1 (6) = 1. This implies that the system can be regularized, and that one of its independent impulsive modes can be eliminated by almost any decentralized output feedback.
These examples demonstrate that the reduction of the algebraic and geometric multiplicity of the impulsive modes can be different from each other.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Some impulsive properties of a singular system subject to decentralized output feedback are studied in this note. New concepts regarding the impulsive decentralized fixed modes and the impulsive decentralized cycle index of the singular system are defined. These concepts are shown to be generic. They provide valuable insights about the algebraic structure of the closed-loop system at infinity. The characterization of the geometric multiplicity of the impulsive decentralized fixed modes (equal to the impulsive decentralized cycle index of the system) in terms of the system matrices is given. New generic results concerning regularization and elimination of impulsive modes, and results on controllability and observability of the closed-loop system through an individual (or an external) channel are obtained. With these new concepts and generic properties, results on full impulsive mode elimination and nonexistence of impulsive decentralized fixed modes are readily established.
When a singular system has impulsive decentralized fixed modes, it may still be possible to eliminate all the impulsive modes by employing a dynamic controller that exchanges information with each individual channel. It is believed that the minimal order of such controller is equal to the impulsive decentralized cycle index (usually small, regardless of the dimension of the system) of the singular system. Furthermore, such dynamical controller with order of the overall decentralized cycle index is sufficient to eliminate all the impulsive modes and at the same time assign freely the finite poles.
